
 

EUROLITE LED garland 230V 200 yellow LEDs
Exclusive LED light chain for stylish deco effects!

Art. No.: 50499228
GTIN: 4026397270839

The article is no longer in our assortment.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397270839

Weight: 1,60 kg

Length: 0.25 m

Width: 0.20 m

Heigth: 0.17 m

Description:

Unchain your decoration!
What comes to your mind when you think about a light chain? Dark green cables with tiny
candlelike lamps. Putting up the chain, at the latest, you get angry, because at least one lamp
doesn't work. The worst case: the whole chain doesn't work. But with the LED technology, these
annoyance belong to history. The LED garland, however, has an extraordinary durability, a
minimal heat emission, and is more or less maintenance free. In addition, the chain's length is
26 meters, so you can easily light large areas or objects with that certain effect. Only boring
white was yesterday, the LED garland is as well available in yellow, green, red or blue. It is up to
you and how your decoration should look like. By the way, the classical white of this chain
knows how to illuminate stylishly. So don't pigeonhole all light chains, concerning the quality
there are clear differences. Whether for windows or Christmas trees, our garland is the right
choice.

Features:

- Light chain with 200 yellow LEDs
- Intergrated controller for selecting various effects
- 24.5 meters long with 10-meter feed line with power unit

Technical specifications:

Power consumption: 10,00 W

Power supply: 230 V AC, 50 Hz

LED number: 200

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn50499228.html


Beam angle: 120°

Length: Feed line 10 m

 Light chain 24.5 m

Weight: 2.5 kg

Legal specifications  

Special product: Not designed for household room illumination

Intended use: Show effect lighting
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